connected with the packing constant A(X) in such a way that A(X) =
INTRODUCTION
In the sequel N, R, R+ and R~. stand for the set of natural numbers, the set of reals, the set of positive reals and for the intervail [O, + oc], respectively. The space of alí real sequences z = (z 1»'Z1 is denoted by ¿0~A map~R -* RZ. is said to be an Orlicz funetion if p is convex, even, vanishing and continuous at O, left-hand side continuous on the who]e R~, and not identically equal to zero (see [9] , [10] and [11] ). is a Bana.cb space (see [9] ). We denote by h~the subapace of ¡P being the closure in~P of al] sequences ITt ¡0 with finite number of coordinates different from zero. This subapace wifl be considered with the norm induced from 1<". In the case when al] functions S 01 which define sp are finite-vained (i.e. S0¿ are continuous functions) we have simply U' = {x E ¡O : 4,(Ax) <+00 br any A > O}.
We say a Muaielaic-Orlicz fnnction tp satisfies the 6%condition it there are positive constanta a, K, a natural nuinher m and a sequence 00 (Cí)r, a R such that E C~< +00 aud for any i E N and u E R =7,5 satisfying~i(u) < a there holda
Ifa Musielak-Orlicz function sp satisfies the 6~-condition with m = 1 we say that sp satisfies the ¿5 2-condition (see [4] , [6] and [11] ).
For any Mnaielalc-Orlicz function sp, U' coincides with ¡'~if and only ib sp satisfies the 6~-condition (see [5] ).
Por any Banach space X denote by B(X) and S(X) the unit hall and the unit sphere of X, respectively. The nnit hall in X centered at x E X and with radhis r> O denote by Bx(x,r).
The packing constant A(X) of a Banach space X is defined by
(see [12] ). Kotti-nan [8] proved that lar any Banach apace X we have
where
it la well known that DQ~) -2'~~for 1 =p <+oc and D(¡00) = 2 (see [12] ). Moreover, Cleaver [3] obtained some lower and upper estimationa for the packing constant of Orllcz sequence (as well as function) apaces and be pointed out that these estimationa give an exact formula bar the packing constant in a special clasa of Orlicz spaces, i.e. for Orlicz spaces such that ¡¡z¡¡~-<1(4(x)) bar any x E ¡~(respeCtiveiy for any x E L'~). However, Zaanen [15] pointed mit that this chas of Orliez apaces reduces on]y to P (respectively L~) spaces (see also Wnuk [13] 
In this paper we abtain an analogne br Musielak-Orlicz sequence spaces I~generated by finite-valued Musielak-Orlicz fnnction sp = (spi)~1 which satisfies an additional condition (+). In the case when sp is an Orlicz function this farmula coincides with formula (1).
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We say a Mnsielak-Orlicz function sp = (sp~)~2 1 satisfies condition (+) ib bar any e> O and any e E (O,c) there is 6> 0 snch that sp~((1 +
Assuming in this definitian e = 1 we obtain condition (*) defined by A. Kaminska in [7] .
RESULTS.
To obtain main resulís we need to give sorne anxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 1 (see [4] and [6] 
wlzere y~denotes dic i-th coordinate of~k -Re lemma can be proved in the saine way as Lemrna 4 in [14] . Iherefore, we omit the proof.
Lemma 3 (see [71) . Let 
Let 6 > O be the number correspanding ta e = e =~in Lemma We are naw in a position to give one ob the main results ab this paper.
Theorem 1. Ld y = ('p~?~be a finite-valued Musielak-Orlicz funetion satisfying the t5%condition arad condition (+,). Titen D(fr) =

4.
Proof. First, we will prove that D(lfl =4. For any £ > O and each it1 E N there exist a? E S(fr) and m1 E N sucb that 
Put e = (i¡/3)/2(d~+ ij/3). In view of Lemma 3 there exists 6 E (O,s) such that (14) 14e~+~¡)< I~,(x) + whenever 1 9(x) < 1 arad 14(y) < 6.
In virtite ob Lemma 2 we can choase a subseqnence (yk)%11 of (xk)~&1 satisbying conditions (1) Ira virtue of (iii) ira Lemrna 2 arad tite iraequality 4 =1 we have
Applying (14) witb (0,...O,-yt+i,...,-y~+,,0,...) in place obx arad in place of-y, we get
We bave by Lemnia 2 (1) arad (iii) with 6/2 instead ob 6 and
so a~)pIying again inequality (14), we get 
Proof It bal]aws from the assurnption that P cantairas an isomor-1)hically isometric copy of ¡00• Ira tite case witen al 'p~are finite-valued titis was praved by Karninska ira [6] . Tite pTOof can be Tepeated ira tite general case. Titerefare, 
i-.+oo whcrep limirafp1.
2-• + 00
ProaS. The space 1(Ñ is the Musielak-Orhcz space r, where sp = Then we get for any x E S(1SO): ProaS. Assnirae flrst titat sp satisfies tite 6%caraditiara. Thera 1? = U" (see [5] ), wherace tite desired equality fallows.
Assume now that sp daes raat satisby the 6~-coraditiora arad take an arbitrary £ > O. Ihera there exists a closed subspace 1 ob U' arad a liraear onto operatar 1' : e0 -* 1 sllCh that ¡¡X¡j00 =jjPx¡¡,~=(1 +e)¡¡x¡¡00
(Vz E Co)
(see [1] 
